
TOPICS

Self-confidence
Digital citizenship
Online safety
Mentorship

STUDENT
LEARNING

OUTCOMES

Students will be able to:
demonstrate the ability to practice health-enhancing behaviors that
will build self-confidence and self-esteem
identify strategies they can use to stay safe online
develop a list of qualities that depict positive mentors 

VOCABULARY
WORDS

digital citizenship (noun) - the responsible use of technology by
anyone who uses computers, the internet, and digital devices to
engage with society on any level

leader - (noun) the person who leads or commands a group,
organization, or country.  This person could have an official title, or
just be someone that others listen to.  Leaders can motivate others
to take a certain action.

leadership - (noun) those leading an organization or the qualities
associated with leading a group, organization or country

mentor - (noun) a trusted guide or counselor

panel - (noun) a small group of people speaking about a certain
topic

responsible - (adjective) able to answer for one's conduct and
obligations and choose between right and wrong 

self-confidence - (noun) confidence in oneself and in one's powers
and abilities

social media - (noun) forms of electronic communication (such as
websites for social networking) through which users create online
communities to share information, ideas, personal messages, and
other content
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WRITING LESSON PLAN

1 What are three things that you love about yourself?

2 Overcoming fears can help someone build self-confidence. Write about a time you were
able to overcome a fear. How did this make you feel?

3 You and your friend are playing a new game. They say, “I can’t play this game. This is my first
time and I am really terrible at it. I’m not going to try anymore.” How can you respond to
positively change your friend’s mindset and help build their confidence?

4 If someone says something online that makes you feel upset or uncomfortable, what should
you do?

5 Online safety involves knowing which information should be kept private.  What personal
information should never be shared online?  What information do you consider harmless to
share? Give two examples of each.

6 Kim and Maya shared with us who their mentors are. What qualities or characteristics do you
have that makes you a positive mentor or role model? List two characteristics.

7 The ALL RISE Foundation believes that anyone can be a leader, no matter their age. In what
ways do you show leadership in your family, classroom, school, team, or community?

Discussion Questions
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